Annual Report 2021
Introduction
This is the Annual Report 2021 of Symbulon Charitable Trust, in McGregor, Western Cape
South Africa
The name „Symbulon” is composed out of the two ancient Greek words συμβάλλομαι
(symballomai) and συμβούλομαι (symboulomai) which combine „bringing together” and
„support”. Stichting/Trust Symbulon intends to bring together donors with disadvantaged
children and support projects committed to that good cause.
“Bringing together” and “support“ are the basic aims of Symbulon, Stichting in NL and
Trust in SA as well. With our two years of experience now we are happy to conclude that
the support to disadvantaged children is e ective.
Anybody who is interested can follow the developments in our regular newsletters,
illustrated with video recordings.
Stichting/Trust Symbulon focusses on after school activities, of projects which work in
favor of disadvantaged children. Symbulon’s focus is Dance, Music an Theatre in
McGregor and its direct vicinities.
Directly after establishing the Stichting and Trust in 2019 it was mainly and primarily First
Step Ballet McGregor (FSBM) which we have supported with nancial and material
support; next to this we started to support the Zolani Youth Choir nancially and with
service, mainly promotional video recordings. Also exploration of cooperation with the
Breede Centre in McGregor has started.
Support of more than only one project is a conditional request of Dutch ANBI and
necessary to keep the ANBI Status. Another condition to keep that status is having a
website. One website in two languages turned out to be too complex, and therefore we
now have two websites. One in Dutch language www.symbulon.online and one in English
language, www.symbulon.co.za This gives us the opportunity to feed both with tailored
news and with di erent relevance for both locations with di erent Friends of Symbulon.
After having the Dutch o cial ANBI status, we in meantime got similar registrations in
South Africa, which took a little more time to achieve. But both are there in place now: the
NPO (Non Pro t Organization nr. 245-052) en PBO (Public Bene t Organisation, nr
930070871)
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Regular newsletters and video posts you can nd in both websites.

Support received
The MINI BUS, since 2019 powered by André
Rieu, served the transport for children in
2021. On a weekly basis for children from
Farmschools, and also for special trips: a
performance in Cape Town or a day out.
Thanks to this mean of transport the number
of children in the Dance Classes of Mary
Corpe Silver has increased.

MATERIAL and FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Financial support came steadily from
Dutch donors. But we also got material
support for First Step Ballet McGregor.
In 2019 this was ballet shoes, ballet
dresses, training material and a sewing
machine which is helping the moms to
do lots of needle works. Another way or
support is het production of video recordings which show the activities of the supported
projects. It has turned out to be a powerful help in regard to fundraising. We did this for
First Step Ballet McGregor, and the Zolani Youth Choir. Video productions for The Breede
Centre are in preparation, but COVID caused unfortunately some slow down due to
lockdown regulations.
Symbulon donated in 2021 ZAR 125.000,— to FSBM, aagain the
biggest sponsor like in 2020. The Zolani Youth Choir got ZAR 1.000,—
as a contribution to the participation of the World Choir Games 2020 in
Bruxelles. Unfortunately this manifestation had to be cancelled, also
due to COVID-19. The money for that trip will be invested in a new
classroom for rehearsals, which will replace the shed like building
they are using now.
The registrations achieved, as mentioned above, make donations tax
deductible in the Netherlands and in South Africa as well
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Stichting Symbulon / Charitable Trust board members
and Trustees.
The board of Stichting Symbulon did not change in 2021: Jan Graat, Caroline van de
Velde en Nelleke Gruijters. One of the Trustees of the Symbulon Charitable Trust stepped
back. Ockert Jonker had to resign because of his overload of work in his practice.
The Trustees still active are Anne Binos, Louise van Riet, Caroline van de Velde and Jan
Graat.
Anne Binos is highly involved in communication in the village. She does the public
relations for the Trust. She took responsibility of the mailing of the Newsletters on the
English part of the donors and friends, and publishes information on Social Media.
Louise van Riet is Heritage Architect, and she works hard to produce new designs and
building plans of a Studio in the near future. The huge disappointment of the cancellation
of the building plans recently did not discourage her to go on with producing new plans
for a new situation and new opportunity.
Caroline van de Velde is responsible for book keeping and nancial reports as the
treasurer of the Trust. She also writes project plans and applications for funds.
Jan Graat is an indispensable kind of jack-of-all-trades, as the founder of Stichting and
Trust, now the chairman, writes Newsletters, produces video’s, and much more. Caroline
and Jan are members of both, Stichting and Trust.
This makes that Trust and Stichting are harmoniously and intensive collaborating, and
mostly they have common meetings. In 2021 they met formally ve times. For the
meetings is the help of ZOOM by the internet most welcome to bridge the restrictions of
the COVID lockdowns.

Jan Graat

Louise van Riet

Caroline v.d. Velde

Anne Binos

Nelleke Gruijters

It seems: a dream comes true.
We the help of a very generous donor in McGregor, Symbulon Charitable Trust only
needed to add 30% of the purchase price to be able to buy plot 118 in the centre of
McGregor. A plot of 4000m2, perfect to build a studio on.
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Louise van Riet sees great opportunities to integrate old Cape Dutch houses in the
building plans of a new Dance Studio. The houses are in bad condition, but can be
restored. Application for rezoning, and submitting building plans will be the next step.

Plot 118,
ruim 4000 vierkante meter
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Going on, despite Covid.
Due to lockdown restrictions it was impossible
by periods to have dance classes. Mary was
creative and successful in turning a bad
situation into something good. She started
dance classes individually to the most talented
girls, preparing them for the contribution to an International Ballet Competition in Cape
Town. This video shows the dress rehearsal of the performance.
Seven girls have been sent to Cape Town. One of them won a scholarship!
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A

nancial surprise and unique experience

Out of the blue we got a phone call. André en
Marjorie Rieu asked „can you use some
money?”. André was invited to open an
Internationaal Parkinson Congres for
ParkinsonNet. He decided to spend the fee
he got to Symbulon. He informed Prof. Dr.
Teun van Laar, the organizer of this congres,
about this decision and told about
Symbulon’s initiatives and contributions to
dancing for disadvantaged children. Prof. Van
Laar was charmed by this, and
spontaneously he doubled the donation to €
10.000,—.
During the opening of the congres a video has been shown, on
which one could see what music and dance can do in patients
who su er from the Parkinson disease.
This is the link to that video: https://vimeo.com/539562517/d0cb4d5 4

Wilde Ganzen
Wilde Ganzen is a Foundation in the Netherlands, that spend their money to small
foundations which can prove they do some good to children in poverty. Their policy is: an
eligible organization will get 50% of Wilde Ganzen on top
of the donation they have gathered.
This made Symbulon interested to take part in the
Wilde Ganzen-Partin congres on 9 October 2021.
Nelleke Gruijters, our Dutch board member, was
representing Symbulon. There happened to be a funny
kind of competition, called „Briljante Mislukking” (Briljant Failure). Selected
participants were invited to give a presentation on an experience of a failure,
which could be a good lessen for the rest of the audience.
We thought that our experience of the cancellation of a completely worked out plan, but
blocked plan to build a Dance Studio in 2020 could be elected to be presented. We have
been selected, did our presentation, but did unfortunately not win.
Symbulon however has won the support of Wilde Ganzen. We have been invited to apply
for Wilde Ganzen’s nancial support. Based on a approved project plan for the building of
the new studio, and if Symbulon manages to gather € 30.000,— Wilde Ganzen will
increase it to € 45/000,—
Symbulon is now working hard to ful ll both requirements.
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Annie the Musical
It took her ve months. Mary did rehearsals to bring her girls to performing a musical:
Annie the Musical. We several times visited the rehearsals and it was heartwarming to see
how seriously dedicated the children were in learning the texts, songs, script and acting
their roles. To give all a chance Mary trained a double casting.
Symbulon made a recording of the performances. Click on the picture to watch (and if it
does not work, the video is also posted on our web site www.symbulon.co.za tab „ lms”.

Another nancial surprise
After the huge donation of ParkinsonNet André Rieu has let us know that he knew a very
successful foundation in Maastricht: „Stichting Abeltje”. This foundation used to organize
the piccolo’s for André Rieu’s concerts but was going to stop the activities and end the
foundation. Ending a Foundation means that the board has to nd an other charity
organization to transfer the credit balance into.
The chairlady of Stichting Abeltje had decided to spend the credit balance to Symbulon.
In times where the donations due to Covid went much less, this was of course highly
appreciated.
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And there are more heart warming prospects.
We met a lady of a company who is selling high value
materials for bathrooms: CP&B in Sommerset West.
We chatted about the project and she told us that she
used to be a dance teacher herself in Cape Town for a
similar project as FSBM, but unfortunately had
to stop her activities due to a lack of nancial
means. She promised to to her best to provide
free bathroom equipment once we had started
the building.
A good colleague of hers, a representative in South Africa for Hans Grohe, a company
producing high quality taps etc., o ered to try to do the same for taps.
We feel privileged and are looking forward to contact them again as soon as the building
plans are nalized.
Thank you for your attention for this Annual Report,
On behalf of all Trustees,

Jan Graat
Chairman of Symbulon Charitable Trust
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